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The Dark Knight 2015 , etching, 22 × 16 cm.
All images courtesy: the artist.

We use language to form thoughts. Animals have no
language, so they can’t really think – at least in our
human terms. What would our experience be without
language and words?
I have a turtle, and it lives in Sweden. When I was
young, I thought he had thoughts, but I don’t anymore.
If I lift him out of the bathtub and put him on the floor,
he walks around randomly like a wet robot. I think it’s
in our nature to project ourselves onto other things –
turtles, dogs, even pictures – at least when we are kids.
Thinking has allowed us to figure out some amazing
and abstract things. We now know that pretty much
everything evolved from a small thing billions of years
ago. But an unfortunate consequence of our success
is that hundreds of other species go extinct every day.
These facts have not yet entered our collective thinking. The facts are concrete; our understanding of them
remains abstract.
I work with drawings. Intuitive images, transformed
through the archaic medium of woodcut and etching.
Landscapes, ornaments and animals are recurring

Gravity 2015 , woodcut, 75 × 55 cm.

Patrik Berg (1982 , Härnosand, Sweden) is an Oslo-based artist
who works mainly with drawing and printmaking. Berg is true
to the medium of print and interested in its status as a complex
artistic practice rather than a method of reproduct ion. He combines the traditions of Albrecht Dürer and Henry Darger while
addressing questions about ecology, ornament and the origin of
language. Berg earned his BA from the Bergen Academy of Art
and Design in 2012 and completed his MFA studies at the Oslo
National Academy of the Arts in 2015 .

Something 2014 , woodcut, 75 × 55 cm.
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elements in my work. Something figurative can be
understood with words. Yet there are other things
happening: different distances and scales inside the
image, what goes where, at what speed and when.
Composition is serious business.
I am interested in the fundamentals; what is really
there in the work? Without text, references or words.
In my images, I am working towards an atmospheric
concentration rather than a meaningful narrative.
For me, the print is a method of artistic production
rather than reproduction. I believe good art can be
made from any idea. What is worth making when you
start with nothing but your intuition and a blank sheet
of paper? The limitations that lie within the tools and
materials used in printmaking give me a good framework for exploring this concept.
I am trying to create something not yet seen. Even
though my experience and ideas are the basis for what
I do, I do not feel like the sole author of my work.
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A Horse 2014 , etching, 60 × 80 cm.

Can mythology be personalized? Certainly one person – usually a leader or a celebrity – can drive a mythology. Yet the mass following suggests that mythologies are
profoundly collective, however singular their origins. Consider the countless fans
who fell in love with Greta Garbo’s legendary face, which the French writer Roland
Barthes analysed among many other modern Mythologies (1957), from astrology
to car ads. Patrik Berg challenges this communal character by creating his own
private mythology. His prints – copper etchings and woodcuts (sometimes on wood,
sometimes on MDF) – feature strangely cryptic scenarios: bears sitting on flowers
and hugging tree trunks; a bear and a sloth standing with a horse; some pigs hanging around a super-sized flower. Berg works intuitively, following the grain of the
wood, to make his decisions. His strong simple lines – as well as his combination of
animals and nature – recall fairy tales, if not illustrations for them. Yet the artist is
a reluctant narrator whose prints only hint at stories without ever telling them. On
the one hand, his iconography is repetitive enough to suggest the characters in an
epic tale, from one scene to the next. On the other hand, this iconographic repetition often has a distinctively ornamental quality which makes all of the characters –
whether bears or blossoms – look like omnipresent patterns about to cover the entire surface of the prints. This odd balance – between shifting narrative action and
fixed ornamental repetition – seems to form the visual foundation of a mythology.
Indeed, Garbo’s face – or other actors’ faces – became legendary after appearing
in distinct roles, films and guises; we remember the face more than the plot lines.
In this way, Berg seems to work »backwards« at mythology: starting with the icon
and leaving every viewer decide the tale. Despite their opacity, Berg’s prints seem
to seek out patently public ends because many are the size of posters: perhaps for
movies or politics or even commodities. Their iconic presence – and their narrative
silence – give them a futuristic utopian quality, somehow akin to children who have
not yet mastered language. The messages, slogans and mottos – and followers – are
still to come. Jennifer Allen
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Where the Bears Go

Apocalypse Now 2014 , etching, 90 × 60 cm.

